ABSTRACT Students' feedback is crucial for academic institutions in order to evaluate faculty performance. Handling the qualitative opinions of students efficiently while automatic report generation is a challenging task. Indeed, most organizations deal with quantitative feedback effectively, whereas qualitative feedback is either processed manually or ignored altogether. This study proposes a supervised aspect based opinion mining system based on two-layered LSTM model. The first layer predicts the aspects described within the feedback and later specifies the orientation (positive, negative, and neutral) of those predicted aspects. The model was tested on a manually tagged data set constructed from the last five years students' comments from Sukkur IBA University as well as on a standard SemEval-2014 data set. Unlike many other LSTM models proposed for other domains, the proposed model is quite simple in terms of architecture which results in less complexity. The system attains a good accuracy using the domain embedding layer in both tasks: aspect extraction (91%) and sentiment polarity detection (93%). To the best of our knowledge, this study is a first attempt that uses deep learning approach for performing aspect based sentiment analysis on students' feedback for evaluating faculty teaching performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this era of digital world, mining people's opinion is very crucial in order to dig out the useful insights and their sentiments regarding any specific entity. It is a common practice that when it comes to decision making, individuals or organizations prefer to seek out others' opinions [1] . Similarly, in academia, faculty teaching performance is evaluated through student's feedback provided at the end of each course. The quantitative responses are then aggregated and used as a measure to gauge the teaching quality of concerned faculty members. Besides, this is also considered as one of the key factors in the annual appraisal process. Though student feedback form is not only comprised of closed ended questions, it also provides students with a space for textual comments, an open ended feedback to express their thoughts
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Fatih Emre Boran. and experiences. It provides students with an opportunity to give suggestions and opinions about various teaching aspects not covered by quantitative metric. However, manual handling of qualitative opinions is a very tedious task, as a result, it is either being ignored altogether or full of biases. So there is a need to automate this process to analyze students' feedback and this task comes under the emergent area of opinion mining.
Although, there have been some research studies that attempted to solve this problem by using opinion mining [2] , [25] , [26] , [29] but their work is confined to just finding the polarity of an overall sentence (i.e. positive or negative). On the contrast, students describe various aspects of a teacher like teaching methodology, communication skills, technical knowledge, etc. in their feedback. For instance consider the following statement, ''He is expert in this subject.'' VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Although, this statement is positive but should not be considered as a generalized opinion on teacher's performance because it covers only one aspect(i.e. Knowledge) and does not cover his/her overall teaching pedagogy or work ethics issues. So, we need a system that can identify the opinion orientation with respect to a particular aspect. Consequently, identifying relevant aspects of an entity is very significant as this will help the teacher to work on its specific areas of improvement.
The prior studies made in aspect based sentiment analysis (ABSA) considered customer's feedback on products or services such as restaurants or laptops etc. and are not suitable for mining students' opinion on teacher's performance. This research proposes an alternative approach that is equally effective of Employee Evaluation and may also be used for other domains with a slight modification of input parameters.
The proposed system performs ABSA on student's textual feedback to evaluate the teaching quality of a concerned faculty member. Though the contemporary ABSA systems [3] , [4] have achieved satisfactory results in different domains (products or services) by using handcrafted features and through complex neural network models. The recent trend is more inclined to get competitive results by using automatic feature extraction and reducing model complexities. Considering Occam's razor principle [5] which says that simple models are always chosen over complex model especially in the case of real world applications. So considering these two points in view, we have designed a simplified model based on automatic feature extraction.
Our proposed framework is comprised of two layered LSTM model for aspect extraction and sentiment classification. The first layer classifies a review sentence in one of the six aspects including-Teaching Pedagogy, Behavior, Knowledge, Assessment, Experience, and General. Next, the second LSTM layer predicts the sentiment orientation (+ve, −ve or Neutral) expressed towards that particular aspect. The advantage of using this two layered model is that if decoupled these two layers can still be used to perform the individual job of aspect extraction or sentiment polarity detection. We have also built and incorporated domain word embedding into these models. Both layers using domain embedding demonstrate reasonable performance at their respective tasks.
Our research contributions are: 1. Preparation of academic domain dataset, manually tagged by domain experts, comprising of more than 5000 instances. Each student feedback is tagged in one of six aspects including Teaching Pedagogy, Behavior, Knowledge, Assessment, Experience and General.
2. A two staged LSTM model for aspect extraction and sentiment classification for an opinionated text from student feedback in the academic domain.
3. Advancement in sentiment analysis to combine it with aspect extraction with deep learning techniques.
4. An LSTM model that is not domain specific and can be used in other domains with a slight variation of input and output parameters.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the related work in the field of aspect based sentiment analysis. In Section III, we have discussed a detailed methodology describing the skip gram model for generating domain word embedding and LSTM network models for aspect extraction and sentiment prediction. Experiments and results are presented in section IV & V whereas section VI conclude the paper with future directions given in section VI.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, we first describe the aspect based sentiment analysis and its two sub tasks namely aspect extraction and aspect sentiment classification. We also present research work related to each sub task and finally demonstrate the previous work conducted in academic domain specifically for automatic teaching performance evaluation.
A. ASPECT BASED SENTIMENT ANALYSIS (ABSA)
ABSA can be defined as a task of extracting people's opinions or sentiments from the available text with respect to the set of aspects. The term opinion in ABSA is well defined in [6] [7] i.e. Aspect Extraction (AE) and Aspect Sentiment Classification (ASC) for the reason that entity (teacher) and time of the opinion is already known, and opinion holder is needed to be kept anonymous in the academic domain.
1) ASPECT EXTRACTION
It can be defined as the task of identifying an entity's relevant features from the opinionated text [8] . Every entity has some sort of features or aspects associated, for which the opinions are being formed. Considering the academic domain this task can be defined as Given a set of feedback about teacher T, the task is to identify x major aspects of the entity.
Most research studies were purely attempted to extract only aspects from the available text without classifying text orientation. They performed this task of aspect extraction through various supervised, semi-supervised, and deep learning approaches. In one of the earliest studies [9] , the researcher proposed a method to perform ABSA on product reviews. Their study was based on the assumption that aspects are basically Nouns and Noun Phrases. Extraction of such noun phrases is being done through the association rule mining technique. This method was relatively simple and moderated by various other researchers. Another study [10] made improvements in the results by identifying valid aspects and filtering out the irrelevant aspects. They computed the PMI score between the aspect term and meronym discriminators.
If the PMI score value exceeds the defined threshold value, it is extracted as a valid aspect. Semi-supervised techniques were also explored like in [11] researchers proposed a double propagation method to identify new aspects from the initially known seed words. This method considered the syntactic structure of aspects and sentiment terms. Some researchers addressed this task as a sequence labeling program [12] . Manual labeling of words is being performed and then they applied the Hidden Markov Model. By learning patterns from the tagged sentences, the system learns patterns and performs aspects extraction. Various supervised algorithms were also applied like Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [13] . This method proved to be effective in a single domain as well as in cross domain. In one of the study [14] SVM binary classifier was used to find target aspect and opinion terms where they used semantic and various lexical features (unigram, bigram, and POS) and achieved an average accuracy of 94%.
Deep learning methods were also explored for extracting aspects. In [15] seven layer deep convolution neural network was proposed for extracting aspects. They also used some linguistic patterns and fed them into the model for improving results. One of the novel and simplified model of CNN was proposed in [16] for performing supervised aspect extraction. In this study, they used the concept of double embedding. In [17] aspect extraction was performed through the IOB2 scheme which classifies the word in three tags [inside, beginning, outside] of the vector. LSTM neural network was used that takes all the feature vectors as an input and outputs the predicted tag sequence in IOB2 format.
2) ASPECT SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION
The second task in ABSA is to predict the orientation of aspects mentioned in the sentence.In [18] after aspect extraction, opinion terms were extracted using using "10 syntactic dependency rules". They consider those adjectives as opinions which are from the 3-word distance to aspect. WordNet was used to calculate polarity of extracted opinion phrase. Another study performed aspect sentiment classification on movie reviews [19] . In addition, to calculate sentiment orientation, they also specified sentiment strength towards a particular aspect of the movie. SentiwordNet was used as a lexical resource for computing sentiment scores.
Recently, most research studies used different variants of a neural network for this task. Adaptive recursive neural network (AdaRNN) proposed in [20] which basically performs target dependent sentiment classification on tweets. It considered the root node as a feature and trained a softmax classifier with these features to predict the distribution of tweets over multiple classes. In [21] target dependent LSTM and its variant target connection LSTM was proposed. The target word is considered as a feature that is concatenated with more features of text to perform aspect sentiment classification. In order to capture the intra and inter sentence relations a hierarchical and Bidirectional LSTM was proposed. Sentence level word embedding was created and fed into biLSTM which finally produces distribution over sentiments. Another study [22] proposed recurrent attention network in order to predict the sentiment of sentences having a complicated context. Bitmask bidirectional LSTM was proposed in [23] for performing ABSA. In this study, they used a bitmask layer which keeps track on the position of aspect in the sentence. They also experimented with word embedding approaches like word2vec and Glove. They achieved the highest accuracy score in SE-ABSA 81.2%. Another study [24] reported 69.38% in aspect extraction and 89.3% using LSTM and embedding of commonsense knowledge by means of the lexicon. All the above mentioned research studies performed their study on mobile, laptops and restaurant reviews.
3) ASPECT BASED SENTIMENT ANALYSIS IN ACADEMIC DOMAIN
Considering the academic domain, several research studies have been conducted but their work is only confined to the task of sentiment analysis (classifying sentence as positive, negative or neutral) only. Supervised algorithms were used in one study to perform sentiment analysis on students feedback provided at the Facebook page [25] . The aim of this study was to evaluate a teacher's performance by identifying feedback orientation. In one of the study, researchers prepared Teaching senti−lexicon [26] consisted of teaching corpus, category and sentiment weight score. They experimented with SVM, ID3 and Naives Bayes algorithms. They concluded that satisfactory results were achieved by using teaching senti−lexicon rather than general lexicon (SentiWordNet). Sentiment analysis was performed on the self evaluated comments of students in [27] for early predicting the academic failure of a student. As this will further help the teacher in improving the teaching process. Another study developed a decision tree algorithm [28] to help out in the annual appraisal report generation. They not only considered students feedback but also used various performance measures for generating a report. A lexicon based sentiment analysis system proposed in [29] provides a sentiment analysis based metrics that seems highly correlated with the Likert scale. Moreover, they generated word cloud to provide more insights into the teacher's performance in which positive words were shown with green color and negative words with red color. Also, high frequency words were shown with a larger font size. Faculty Evaluation System [FES] proposed to evaluate student's textual feedback [30] . They divided the system into 3 subcomponents namely (Feature Extractor, sentiment analyzer, feature sentiment evaluator). Their results are quite promising in terms of accuracy reported. Another study [31] used SMS texts for performing teaching evaluation. They first identified the different categories discussed within the SMS text and then performed modeling of text by considering three models: the base model, the corrected model, and the sentiment model. They concluded that the sentiment model can be used as a model of choice for teaching evaluation. The teacher's performance evaluation tool was proposed in [32] . They classified the English and Filipino language comment in the positive and negative category based on the cumulative score of opinion terms. The scores were fetched from their own created polarity data set. They used the Naive Bayes classifier for performing the task of sentiment analysis. Various machine learning algorithms (SVM, Random Forest, Simple Logistics, Decision Tree) and one of deep learning method (multilayer perceptron) were used to perform the task of sentiment analysis on educational database [33] . The highest accuracy was achieved with SVM 78.7% and %78.3 with Multilayer Perceptron.
As most of the studies in academia are inclined towards only sentiment analysis. Though Few studies have turned their focus for aspect based sentiment analysis. In which they not only classified sentences as per their polarity but also identified aspects discussed within the student feedback. In [34] , they proposed a system that first identifies the feature discussed within the feedback then, it classifies comment as per its sentiment orientation. For feature identification, they used conditional context tf−idf scores and reported that on average 81.06% features were identified correctly. However, in sentiment analysis, they reported an accuracy of 89.67% by using Naive Bayes classifier. Features used for training a classifier were unigram, bigram, and unigram in root forms. In [35] they performed aspect extraction by using the dependency relation between opinion term and noun/noun phrase present within the sentence. They also developed concept ontology for extracting only domain relevant aspects and applied pruning of those aspects having a value less than the specified threshold value. Naive Bayes classifier was used for performing this task and for sentiment analysis they used an online sentiment analyzer. They achieved F-score 0.80 in aspect extraction and 0.72 in sentiment detection. Deep learning techniques are not yet explored in the academic domain. To the best of our knowledge, our study is a first attempt that is using LSTM for performing aspect based sentiment analysis on students' feedback for faculty teaching performance evaluation.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we discuss the methodology of our proposed model in detail: we first demonstrate the creation of academic domain data, followed by preprocessing step; afterward, we describe skip gram model for generating domain word embedding; lastly, we explain the working mechanism of our two layer LSTM neural network for aspect extraction and aspect sentiment classification. Figure 1 shows a complete flow of our methodology.
A. DOMAIN UNDERSTANDING
In order to identify the labeling categories of our academic domain data set, It was required to know the core aspects or parameters of a teacher, considered by management while evaluating faculty teaching performance. For this purpose, we needed the output of domain experts especially people designated at different managerial positions in academics. As these are the people who have a great deal of experience to share about different parameters on which the teaching performance is assessed. To collect their responses, we designed a structured interview based on 10 questions verified by the Quality Enhancement Cell(QEC) of Sukkur IBA University. Interview questions are mentioned in Appendix. The interview duration was set to 15 minutes. We chose a structured interview for data collection as these are easy to replicate and fairly quick to conduct that ultimately save the time of interviewer and Interviewee.
We used representative sampling strategy by choosing strata of 45 people (Director Quality Enhancement Cell (QEC), Head of Departments (HODs) and Academic coordinators) from different universities of Sukkur and Khairpur city. With the consent of competent authority, we took their appointment and conducted interviews at their respective locations in university. Finally, we got the appointment from 40 people. All the interviews were tape recorded for analysis. As the total number of participating audience was 40, data was analyzed manually by carefully jotting down the response of each Interview question. After reviewing all the interviews, we come up with 12 distinct aspect categories. Table 1 shows all the 12 aspect categories along with the total number of experts who recommended this aspect category as an important feature.
As most of the terms were synonyms of each other so we combined them in one broad category. We place teaching skill and teaching methodology in one general term namely teaching pedagogy. Similarly, all the terms relevant to teacher behavior like polite, unbiased, selfless, tolerant were collectively termed as behavior. We also discarded a few terms that were having the lowest scores and were not important from student perspective like research contribution. Also, we included another category with the name ''General'', for labeling comments that do not contain any aspect but rather discuss the teacher as a whole. After applying these filters, we finalize six aspect categories for labeling data set:
1. Teaching Pedagogy: refers to the instructional approaches implemented in the classroom and the interactions that take place during learning. If a student discusses the teaching style of a teacher including different teaching strategies, that comment will be labeled with Teaching Pedagogy as an aspect.
2. Behavior: is the way in which the teacher acts, especially towards students. In this study, the focus is more towards relationship-oriented behavior as it includes terms like polite, kind, impartial, etc.
3. Knowledge: refers that how much the teacher has a theoretical or practical understanding of a course.
4. Assessment: indicates the variety of tools or methods used by the teacher to evaluate, measure, and document the learning progress and skill acquisition of students. So, if a student discusses how the teacher did their evaluation in their feedback than those comments will be tagged having an assessment as an aspect.
5. Experience: is the skill of a teacher which he has gained because of doing that similar activity for a long time. Any student feedback discussing such a feature of a teacher will be classified in this category. 6 . General: When the review sentence is about the whole teacher and not covers any particular aspect.
B. DATA ACQUISITION
After identifying aspect categories, the next step was to acquire data of student's feedback. To the best of our knowledge, there is no any publically available data set of students' feedback for performing ABSA. For this study, we used last five years students feedback of Sukkur IBA University. Usually, the university is processing feedback manually by tagging each students comments in positive or negative category. The presence of negative comments within feedback is indicated through manual highlighting process done by domain experts. Despite doing this hectic work, this still does not specify the teacher's aspect discussed within that comment.
As the feedback's were already tagged with orientation, our next task was to assign a proper aspect label to each feedback. Initially, the data was in the raw form so we applied some pre-processing discussed in section III-C. Afterward, with the involvement of domain experts, aspect of each of the positive and negative feedback was identified and labelled. More than 5000 comments have now been tagged by domain experts to include aspect of each of the comment along with its sentiment orientation. Figure 2 shows a sample of 50 comments from our dataset after being tagged by domain experts for aspect and sentiment orientation. 
C. PREPROCESSING & DATA CLEANING
At first, when we reviewed our data set it was having comments about both teacher and course. So, we kept only those comments that were given for the teachers and discarded others. The filtered data set had near about 2000 comments given specifically for the teacher. Secondly, it consisted of paragraphs where students evaluated their teachers in various aspects. So in our first step, we used OpenNLP to break the paragraphs into multiple sentences. By default, it used period sign (.) for splitting a sentence but then again considering the data set we found sentences where connectives like ''AND'' & ''BUT'' were used. Their usage causes the inclusion of multiple aspects within a single sentence. For example, consider a sentence:
Sir was fair during the assessment and taught the concepts well.
Here, the student appreciated two aspects of a teacher that is Assessment and Teaching Skills by using connective ''And''. Similarly in another sentence ''But'' is used as a connective between behavior and teaching skill.
Good behavior but should be slow in pace while teaching. So in order to capture a single aspect from a sentence, we further break a sentence on these connectives. In addition to this, data had a lot of irrelevant symbols like tags, colon, semicolon, and emoticons. So we performed the data cleaning to remove noise from the data. In this step, stop words like is, am, are, an etc. were further removed by using a list of stop words from Natural Language Toolkit(NLTK) corpus. Moreover, Roman Urdu comments were also discarded using lang. detector library of Python in which only English language comments were taken for further consideration. The whole preprocessing step is summarized in Figure 3 .
D. DOMAIN WORD EMBEDDINGS
One of the main features that we used in our methodology is academic domain word embeddings to represent words semantically [36] . To the best of our knowledge no such pretrained word embedding exists for the academic domain so we utilized last 5 years students' comments from Sukkur IBA University to build domain specific word embeddings. By doing so, we expect that these trained domain embeddings capture semantic similarities between words in a better way. To generate these domain word embedding, we have used a skip gram model.
1) SKIP GRAM MODEL FOR DOMAIN EMBEDDINGS
The Skip-gram model exploits context words of the given word mentioned in the text for computing word embeddings. The prior step of using skip gram requires to define the context window: Number of words appearing left and right to the target word. For our model, we defined a context window size as 2 because we had a minimum sentence of length two in our data set. Suppose, we denote our target word as w k and context window as z. As a result, the context window for w k (including the target word w k ) is denoted as:
As an example, let's take a single sentence from our sample feedback. ''He has a lot of knowledge about subject.'' In our model we have used z = 2, so our data set becomes:
[has, a], He), ([He, a,lot], has), ([He, has, lot, of], a), ([has,a,of, knowledge],lot),...
After specifying the context window, next step was to convert the data in the form of < input, output > tuples, so we converted the whole data in the required form as shown in equation 4. Whereas input indicates the target word w k and at the output, context words appearing left and right to the target word are shown.
After forming these tuples, we build a neural network with one hidden layer for learning these domain word embeddings. For the input layer, the number of neurons is set to the number of words in the domain vocabulary V. All the input words are one hot encoded as a vector of size V. The size of the output layer is also kept same to input layer because in output we need vectors of all the words in the vocabulary. Next, we specified a VXK matrix to store word embeddings whereas V = 12477, which denotes the number of words in the vocabulary and we selected K = 100, representing the dimension of word embeddings as this embedding setting works better in our model. We referred this matrix as W d with each row denoting a vocabulary word. This matrix is fed to the hidden layer as an input. Similarly, connections from the hidden layer to the output layer are represented through a matrix W O of size KXV where each column denotes words from the vocabulary.
The Output layer of the network results the unnormalized predicted scores of words being a context word, denoted as logit(w k ) as shown in equation 5. Whereas W and b are weights and biases matrices respectively.
logit(w k
We applied the softmax activation function to the logit(w k ) to get the normalized scores in the range of [0,1] denoted as y k as shown in equation 7.
whereas softmax function is defined in equation 7, which divides exponential power for each logit value with the sum of exponential parameters for each value in logit vector. In result, it generates the final values in the range of [0,1].
In order to get the good word embeddings, we optimized the loss function L(θ ) shown in equation 8. The objective of doing this loss function optimization was basically to minimize the probability of "all the non−contextual word''and maximize the probability of predicting a contextual words of a given target word. It force word embeddings to organize themselves well according to the meaning.
Here, logit(w k ) denotes the unnormalized probability scores, V denotes the total size of vocabulary, z indicates window size and x k denotes the one hot encoding of that particular target word w k , and l is simply a loop variable. We trained this model for 50 epochs and saved these domain embeddings to utilize them further in LSTM model described in section III-E. Fig 4 represents the whole skip gram model for learning domain embedding from data preparation to the final output vector of word embeddings.
E. LSTM MODEL FOR LAYER1 AND LAYER2
Now, we discuss the working mechanism of our proposed LSTM model that we have used in both steps of Aspect extraction and opinion orientation as shown in Figure 5 . Unlike other studies, we have not modeled this problem as a sequence labeling task where the data is initially labeled through various tagging schemes like IOB2, rather we have simply used a tagged data set where we have manually tagged reviews as per their respective labels categories. So our proposed model classifies a review in the specified categories by using LSTM neural network.
LSTM is one of the special variants of RNN that overcomes the problem of vanishing gradient problem [37] , [38] . It has the ability to store longer memory and better control on what to store and discard. Moreover, it has a gating mechanism to control information flow inside the LSTM cell [39] . These gates includes:input gate, forget gate and output gate denoted as f gt ,i gt and o gt respectively. All these gates are made up of the sigmoid neural net layer and pointwise multiplication operation. The output of this sigmoid layer is between 0 and 1. The present cell state of LSTM at timestamp t is denoted as c t .
Our two layered LSTM model first processes the input sentences where each word is denoted as x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , ..x n . Next, we have used domain embedding layer in which input words are concatenated with the 100-dimensional word vectors w d and passed to the LSTM network layer as shown in equation 9.
whereas w d is the 100 dimensional word embedding vector, x t is the vector of input words and their concatenation is represented by z d . When the LSTM model receives the z d , it first decides what information to remove from previous output state h (t−1) so for this purpose LSTM uses it's forget get as shown in equation 10 which ultimately results a number between 0 and 1. Whereas 1 indicates ''Information Needed'' and 0 indicates ''Information not needed'', but initially the previous output state remains empty as no output is displayed so far. 
After this step, old cell state c t−1 is being updated with new a cell state c t by multiplying the values of forget gate f gt with the old cell state c t−1 and adding new candidate values scaled by factor i gt as shown in equation 13 . In this way LSTM only remembers the key information from the current input.
c t = f gt * c t−1 + c t * i gt (13) Finally, to generate what to show as an output, LSTM uses it's output gate denoted as o gt which selects what to output from the updated cell state c t then we pass the cell state through tanh (to get the values between 1 and -1) and multiply it with the output gate to display the desired output.
All the values from final hidden state h t is forwarded to densely connected layer producing another hidden state h t R 32 . At last, a dense layer with a softmax activation function takes h t and generate a probability distribution over K possible outcomes. Finally, the highest probability value is selected as a predicted label for the corresponding input.
1) INPUT AND OUTPUT PARAMETERS OF LSTM LAYER1(ASPECT EXTRACTION)
In our first layer of LSTM, we have provided review sentences along with domain embeddings as input, in result it provides 6-dimensional vector v R 6 . The output vector from layer 1 depicts a probability distribution over 6 aspect labels L = (General, Assessment, Behavior, Knowledge, Teaching Pedagogy and Experience). We choose the highest probability value as a predicted aspect label. In order to avoid overfitting during the training process, the dropout value of 0.2 is incorporated. Table 2 shows the values of the parameters used for layer 1.
2) INPUT AND OUTPUT PARAMETERS OF LSTM LAYER 2(OPINION ORIENTATION)
The second layer of our model is responsible for the prediction of a sentiment label of an extracted aspect term. We again use the LSTM neural network for performing this task but with little difference in a configuration as shown in table 3 . As an input, this layer takes review sentences, domain embeddings and aspects predicted by layer 1. The Output of this LSTM layer is a 3 dimensional vector v R 3 . This vector depicts a probability distribution over 3 sentiment orientations denoted as O = (Negative, Positive and Neutral). Finally, the highest probability value is considered a predicted orientation.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
In order to see the impact of the individual feature on the overall system, we conduct different experiments regarding the model parameters on training data. Based on that we selected a final model configuration that we used on test data.
A. DATASET AND RESOURCES
We evaluated our model performance on two datasets: the subset of Semeval-14 and on our own created academic domain dataset. unfortunately, there is no benchmark dataset containing students' reviews with ground truth values recorded for aspect categories and their relative polarities. Consequently, we used our constructed dataset having 5k tagged student's comments as per their aspect category (Teaching Pedagogy, Knowledge, Experience, Assessment, Behavior, and General) and orientation (Negative, Positive, Neutral). Table 4 depicts some statistics of our academic domain dataset. Most research studies in ABSA evaluated their models on the standard data set of SemEval-14,15,16 which contain laptop and restaurant reviews. To show the generalizability of our model, we selected a subset of the SemEval-14 data set comprised of restaurant reviews, as the domain of this data set is quite different from academia. Table 5 shows some statistics of SemEval Data set.
We also evaluated our model performance by using three different word embeddings: Domain word embedding, standard pre-trained embeddings i.e.glove.6B.100D [40] and the word embedding generated from the OpinRank Review Dataset. The purpose behind using these two other embeddings was to evaluate which embedding works better for our model. Table 6 demonstrates some details about these word embeddings including their dimension, vocabulary size and from which dataset they were created.
B. MODEL TRAINING
As discussed earlier that the proposed system is comprised of two subtasks namely aspect extraction and orientation detection. To perform an experiment, we used 70% of data for model training, 10% for validation and 20% for testing. We used stochastic gradient descent to train our two layered LSTM model. We start our model training with a learning rate of 0.01 for 100 epochs (100 iterations over all samples in mini-batches of 34 samples). Simultaneously, we also monitored the loss and accuracy on the validation data. As it can be seen in Figure 6 , the training loss was decreasing and the training accuracy was increasing with every epoch. At the nine epoch, both the loss and accuracy seem to reach peak value and after the 10th epoch, the model started over optimizing on the training data. In this case, to prevent such overfitting we trained a new network from scratch for nine epochs and then evaluated it on test data. We used categorical cross-entropy as a loss function as shown in equation 16 .
Whereas y and y denotes the expected and predicted probabilities for label l. The softmax function is used as an activation function in both layers. The reason behind using softmax function is that it generates a range of probability values as an output from 0 to 1, and the sum of those probabilities is equal to one. especially in the case of multi-classification models, it generates the probability for each specified class in which the target class will have the highest probability. As our model prior to softmax function generates output in different ranges, so to align those output values in the range of 0 and 1 and predicting the target class as in our case (Aspect and Orientation) softmax function is applied at the output layer as shown in equation 17 .
where, h t is the final hidden state output of LSTM layer ranges from -infinity to + infinity.
V. RESULTS AND FINDINGS
We evaluated our two layered LSTM model separately to better see the individual performance of each layer for its respective task. To evaluate the model performance, we selected four metrics used extensively in the domain of ABSA: Precision, Recall, F1 Score and Accuracy. The calculation of these metrics is done by using equation 18, 19, 20 and 21 .
First, We performed experiments by using different word embeddings in our model including glove.6B.100D, OpinRank and word embedding generated from the academic dataset. Result of using different word embedding in a model is demonstrated in Table 7 that clearly shows that model gives a reasonable performance (91% accuracy in aspect extraction and 93% in sentiment polarity detection) when domain word embedding is used as compared to pre-trained word embedding. The result of the first layer of aspect extraction is demonstrated in Table 11 . The estimated F1 score for aspect extraction was found to be 0.85 with the precision and recall of 89% and 83% respectively. We have also demonstrated the results of each category. As it can be seen that we got the low F1 score in the assessment category because of the reason that training instances for assessment were less in number and due to that LSTM could not learn well about this aspect label category. So if we provide more training instances for this category, the score can be further improved.
The performance of our second layer of sentiment orientation detection demonstrated variant precision and recall values for the targeted category. The details are mentioned in Table. 10. The F1 values ranged from 0.79 to 0.96, with an average value of 0.86.
We have compared our model performance with the baseline studies conducted in the academic domain as shown in Table 8 . As shown, our model outperformed the baseline approaches in both tasks of aspect extraction and sentiment orientation detection. We got 93% accuracy in the task of sentiment orientation detection and 91% accuracy in aspect extraction. Most research studies in ABSA evaluated their models on the standard data set of SemEval-14,15,16 which contain laptop and restaurant reviews. In order to check whether the proposed model can work in the different domain by slightly changing the input and output parameters, we also selected SemEval-14 data set, consisted of restaurant reviews, as the domain of this data set is quite different from academia. Table 9 shows the parameter set for this standard set. As it can be seen that SemEval-14 dataset has five labelled aspect categories and two sentiment orientations, so we changed the output parameters of aspect extraction and sentiment classification layer from 6 to 5 and from 3 to 2. Rest of the parameters were kept similar as shown in table 2 and 3. Moreover, we also applied our preprocessing step to this standard dataset before fedding to the LSTM model because without this step, model performance was degraded to some extent. Table 9 shows the performance of our proposed model on the SemEval-14 dataset along with the state of the art approaches conducted on this dataset. As depicted that the proposed model achieved reasonable performance on the standard dataset of SemEval-14 with 85% accuracy in sentiment polarity detection and F1 score of 82% in aspect extraction. From this, we can conclude that our model can also work in different domains for aspect extraction and sentiment polarity detection.
VI. CONCLUSION
Students while performing teacher's evaluation discuss several aspects of a teacher in their comments. Manual processing of these comments and reviewing every mentioned aspect polarity is a laborious job. Though, their thorough understanding acts as a metric for evaluating faculty teaching performance.
In this research, we proposed a system for automatically extracting aspects from the available text and their corresponding orientation. As no predefined aspects categories were available for teacher evaluation, therefore with domain expert's guidance we finalized six aspect categories including Teaching Pedagogy, Knowledge, Assessment, Experience, Behavior and General. Our model used two LSTMs models for the task of aspect extraction and polarity detection respectively. We also evaluated our model performance by using different word embedding and got promising results when we used domain embedding as an embedding layer. These domain embeddings were created through the skip gram model. We got satisfactory results by achieving 91% accuracy in aspect extraction and 93% accuracy in sentiment detection. Apart from using a manually tagged domain dataset, we also evaluated our model on a standard dataset of SemEval-14 and got satisfactory results.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Although, our system demonstrated a reasonable performance in both tasks of aspect extraction and sentiment orientation detection shown in table 8 but there were few comments that were not classified correctly. One possible reason for such misclassification could be the presence of multiple aspects within the review sentence without any usage of connectives like ''AND'' & ''BUT''. For instance, consider these reviews from our academic domain data set:
''Outstanding in teaching as well as behavior towards the students.'' ''Sir was fair during the sessions he taught well the concepts'' More than one aspect could be addressed without using any connector, as shown in the above example. As per the demand of any supervised classification model, each sentence should be labeled with only one aspect. Therefore, such types of statements were misclassified and have been a major setback while calculating the accuracy of the system. So this is one of the limitation of our work that could be handled in future work. Moreover, this work of ABSA could be further extended by incorporating word dependencies, sentiment lexicon, and various NLP tools as an additional feature for creating domain embedding. Moreover, various neural network mechanisms like Gated RNN or CNN can also be used instead of LSTM to check system performance. As most of the domains now work on separately classifying VOLUME 7, 2019 the implicit and explicit aspects mentioned within the aspects. The task of aspect extraction could be further divided into these two subtasks. As this work relies on a supervised approach for ABSA, several unsupervised techniques like LDA can also be explored by specifying the number of clusters. Furthermore, the current system only handles comments given in the English language. As most of the students write comments in Roman Urdu so in future this system is further expanded by processing Roman Urdu and other natural language comments. Another aspect is to check the association of emoticons like a happy face, sad face, etc. with sentiment orientation. Usually, when students are writing feedback about a teacher, they take help from many symbols, apparently, the usage of different symbols and emoticons is orientations specific so its exploitation might increase orientation accuracy. He is a computer scientist, with a major interest in big data analytics, data mining, data sciences, multimedia data mining, and deep learning. Most of his research publications are in these areas. In addition, alongside his computer science career, he has also been involved in quality assurance work with Sukkur IBA University and nationally. He has also worked on a five years partnership between Sukkur IBA, the Johnson County Community College, and the University of Missouri Kansas City (UMKC). He has served as the project director on this partnership project. Under this partnership, IBA Sukkur with the support from the U.S. State Department, learned the best practices in assessment, distance education, early childhood education, mathematics, and English. 
